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ABSTRACT 
A number of machine-detector interface issues are mentioned, with an 

emphasis on detector backgrounds. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The goal of the project is to observe CP violation in the BB system. This 

machine is supposed to be a factory far high energy physics, not an R&D project 
fot accelerator physics. (The necessary R&D is supposed to be done before the 
machine is built.) 

There are a number of interrelated design issues arising from the different 
desires of the detector and the machine, some of which are listed below. 

A number of background and beampipe issues are mentioned. The em
phasis is on calculations. Any satisfactory design will combine measurements on 
existing machines with calculations pertaining to the measurement conditions 
as well as to the proposed machine. 

2. DETECTOR REQUIREMENTS 
• Many events are required, which implies high luminosity (this means high 

Liv», not only high Lpcu), which, in turn, implies high current and small 
spots. High current is achieved with customary bunch population but much 
closer bunch spacing. Small spots imply small 0* which, in turn, implies 
short bunches and fairly large IP angles. 

m Good vertex resolution is required, which implies a small, thin bo&mpipe. 
The IP bcampipe will be the smallest physical aperture in the machine. 

a Luminosity requirements are reduced by having a moving center of mass, 
which implies unequal beam energies, which requires two rings. Even with 
equal energies, two rings are necessary to eliminate the effects of parasitic 
bunch crossings. 

» There is competition between the detector and machine for the scarce real 
estate near the IP. (Don't forget space for cables and services.) 

• The detector will have a solenoidal field of 1-1-5 T extending over ±2 m, 
• The detector mast experience acceptable backgrounds during luminosity run

ning. For the detector, this means a design relatively insensitive to back
grounds. For the machine, this means a number of masks (both near and fsr 
from the IP), an appropriate optics design that minimizes background prob
lems, and a pressure profile that reduces backgrounds. 
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• Frequent and rapid injection it required to keep LM« high. This obviously con

straint the machine. The detector mutt be insensitive to radiation damage during 
injection, and it must go quickly from data taking to injection and back again. 
Some kind of rapidly intertable and removable shielding to protect the detector 
agautal injection and poor machine performance might be useful. 

• Radiation damage to the detector from commissioning and machine physics work 
should be small compared with the inevitable amount* during luminosity running. 
The detector -will undoubtedly be absent during initial commissioning, but it will 
be present during the final stages of commissioning, since it is the best instrument 
to measure backgrounds, and it will be present during reeam missioning following 
shutdowns. 

a The design of the detector/machine should be flexible, for example to accomodate 
different headon or crossing angle geometries at the IP, or changes in the energy 
asymmetry. 

• Special IR instrumentation is needed. For tuning, whether by operator or by com-
putcr, prompt signals proportional to background and to luminosity are needed. 
Radiation detectors near masks and limiting apertures would be useful in iden
tifying sources of background, as would detectors that were sensitive to only one 
beam. Since some bunches might contribute more background than others, it 
might be very educational to be able to identify individual bunches, or at least 
sync the background detectors to the revolution frequency. Possibly special BPMs 
should be added. 

3. SYNCHROTRON RADIATION BACKGROUND 

Bends and quads near the IP are the main sources of synchrotron radiation that 
cause background problems. For headon collisions with unequal energy beams, bends 
are needed near the IP to separate the beams to avoid parasitic bunch collisions. 
Bend magnets are required to get the beams into the arcs; the final bending should 
be done at low field to reduce the characteristic energy of the SR. 

Masks shield the IP beam pipe from direct SR as well as from scattered SR. 
Only the higher energy photons that eventually can cause problems in the detector 
are of interest. The SR background can always be reduced by increasing the inner 
radius of the IP beampipe, but at the expense of degrading detector resolution. 
Almost all the SR photons go through the IP beampipe without hitting any masks, 
but they all eventually interact somewhere. 

Appendix A contains some synchrotron radiation formulas. 

3.1 SOURCE" OF SR 

A bend magnet produces a fan of radiation with the extreme rays being the 
incoming and outgoing beam trajectories. Usually ttte bend angle is targe enough so 
it determines the width of the SR swath. Perpendicular to the bend plane the height 
of the swath is determined by the size and angular divergence of the radiating beam 
plim the intrinsic angular distribution of the SR photons relative to the radiating 
trajectory. 
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A quadrupole produces a much more complicated beam of SR than a bend 
magnet, A program commonly in use at SI'AC that calculates radiation from 
qundrupolM. and traces the photons through n scries of maskB, QSRAD, makes 
various approximations-, <&) each ray of the beam emits a. (tat fan, (b) & single value 
of B characterises the SR, derived from an average offset, and (c) the intrinsic an
gular spread in the heam is neglected. The four-dimensional integral over the beam 
distribution (X, x', y, Jf') is reduced to an integral over only x,y. Evenly spaced 
rays are traced through the system and the photons from each ray are weighted by 
the chosen beam density at that r, y. Or an external ray distribution file from an 
optics calculation may be used as input to QSRAD. A partial check an the spprox-
imations can be made by dividing physical quadrupolcs into a number of shorter 
quads for computational purposes. 

The distribution of photons from a quad depends on the transverse distribution 
of the beam, which often becomes more poorly known the farther one gets from the 
beam axis {see Sec. 6). This is especially true for the outer part of the photon beam 
which is most likely to hit masks and cause detector background. 

3.2 MASKING AND MASK RBRADIATION 

Masks shadow the detector beampipe from photons coming directly from the 
magnets. Unfortunately, there is no such thing i s a perfectly black mask; that 
is, every photon hitting a mask has some probability of reradiation, depending on 
energy, angle, material, and geometry. So frequently secondary masks shadow pri
mary masks, and soon. Table 3.1 gives some representative re radiation probabilities 
calculated with EGS47 for forward scattering from a mask. A photon beam with 
kc = 15 keV and width 1 cm is incident on a rectangular mask, starting from the 
edge- All photons are scored that scatter out with 9 < 11.5°. A'*shell fluorescent 
radiation is included. All emerging photons had it > 30 keV. 

Table 3.1 

Material 
1 «*"out . _ i . 

Ta 

Cu 

Al 

J x 10-* 
4 x i<rs 

7 x 10~* 

High 2 masks are better because all the cross sections per atom increase with 
Z, and in addition the major absorption crass section (photoelectric effect) grows 
more rapidly with Z than the scattering cross sections. Tho probability of fluores
cence radiation following photoelectric absorption increases with Z. Fortunately, it 
is not as severe for the softer spectra characteristic of ^factories as it is at linear 
colliders, for example. Often, masks are coated with thin layers of lower Z materials 
on top of higher Z to optimize the competition between absorption and reradiation. 
This applies as well to the inside of the IP beampipe. 
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4, BACKGROUND FROM LOST BEAM PART1CLLS 
Beam particles hitting the mtiks and bcamnipe near the- detector will send 

degraded shower debris into the detector. As is well known, there are no black masks 
for high-energy beam particles, IR masks honor a hoatu-siay-ctoar that is supposed 
to keep beam tail particles from hitting then*. This means that a distant mask 
system shadows the masks close to the IP. However, beam-gas interactions relatively 
close to the lU may cause beam particles to hit the inner masks depending on details 
of optics, masking, and residual pressure. 

4.1 BEAM-GAS BREMSSTRAIILUNG 

The cross section for fractional energy loss u by radiation is approximately6 

£ s- 4 a r ^ ( Z + 1 ) ± ( l - U + . 7 5 « 2 ) f e ( | i ) (4.1) 

« = ^ . (4.1a) 

The Z + l takes approximate account of radiation from the atomic electrons." Note 
that the radiated photons themselves may be a noticeable source of background, even 
though their average energy is only a fraction of the energy of the beam. The angular 
distribution of the radiation process is usually neglected in this application. The 
angular distribution has characteristic angle l / i (that is, the transverse momentum 
is about mc). l s 

4.2 BEAM-GAS NUCLEAR COULOMB SCATTERING 
The cross section for Rutherford scattering at polar angle 6 (taken much less 

than l ) i* 8 

« , - « * " ' ( ! ! ) . (4.2.) 

The screening of the atomic electrons is accounted for by the angle tfj. Any nuclear 
form factor effects are neglected, which requires f) as EO < <jm f c x = 137 m/Al? . 
The energy lost by the beam particle is </V2/l which can safely be neglected. 
4.3 COULOMB SCATTERING FROM ATOMIC ELECTRONS 

This is Rutherford scattering of the beam particles from free electrons. Chang
ing Z 2 to Z (Z + 1) in Eq. (4.2) will roughly take account of this. One might worry 
that the fractional energy loss on a light target, which is approximately 
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might be a concern. However, calculations show thnt energy losses greater than t)n> 
ntituril energy spread correspond to a small scattering cross section, 

4.1 NiMUEii or BEAM PAttTin.es HITTING MASKS 

The products of beam-gas interactions »w transported through (lie optical sys
tem to well beyond the IP. It in convenient to use the program DECAY THUTLH11 

to track tin* hcaui-gas interaction products through a system of optical elements and 
masks. Note that in SLC calculations it was found thai including sextupoles affected 
the tracking results, presumably because large amplitude particles are important.1* 
The source probability is weighted according to the pressure profile and the com po
sit ion of the residual gas. 

The mte of particles hitting masks can lie estimated as follows: Take 6.2f> X 
!()'• beam particles (corresponding to 1 A for 1 jt&ec) traversing 10m of CO (37.12 
g/cm* radiation length)" at a pressure of 10'~8Torr. which comes to 4.1 x 10~' 3 

radiation lengths. Consider all bremsstrahhuig collisions that radiate more energy 
than 10 times the natural energy spread in the beam, taken as 10" a. The rate is 
(6:15 x 10 , J) x (4.1 x KT 1 3) x 4/3 x f»(100) - 16. 

t.5 RERADIATION OF SHOWER DEBRIS INTO THE DETECTOR 

The reradiation probability into the detector is greater for particles that hit 
near the IP. but distant sources must be evaluated numerically, ({eradiation is also 
greater for particles that hit the face or near the edge of a mask. The shower debris 
also has to be transported through the lattice, the masks, the detector magnetic 
field and into the detector. EGS47 can be used to follow the shower debris through 
the beampipe into the detector. 

S. OTHEK SOURCES OF BACKGROUND 
S.i INJECTION SHIELD 

Radiation damage during luminosity running is likely to be significant, so it 
is important to reduce damage during injection as ntuch as possible. An attractive 
idea is a massive shield that can be quickly inserted inside the main drift chamber 
in provide protection to all the detector elements except the silicon vertex detector. 
This w.mld supplement any other possible protective measures. 

*!.;> MI'LTIPI.K Rm-KiTioNs or SYNCMIIOTIION RADIATION 

The calculations in Sec. 3 typically take account of 2 or 3 photon reflections. 
One always worries that there is some efficient mechanism involving multiple reflec
tions for transporting SR over long distances to the IP. I do not know of such a 
process. Total external reflection1 requires exceedingly smooth surfaces and only 
or. urs for photon energies that arc quite low by our standards. Multiple forward 
llayleigh scattering is dimiuiKhed by the competition with photoelectric absorption; 
am lhioresr«>me reradiatiou is isotropic. X-ray diffraction scattering from the poly-
crystalline wall of the heampipe isaUo in competition with photoelectric absorption. 

a 
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5.3 GAS INTEIIACTKWS NEAH THE IP 
Section -I dvult witJi licam-gas interactions fairly far front the tP which mused 

beam particles to liit masks nciir thiv IP. There are also interactions near the IP 
(williiti tin* : acceptance of the detector) that send background particles directly 
into the detector. Ooiisitlormioii of litter processes may set ti rculriclivc liinil on the 
IV pressure. 

(a) Some convenient FORTRAN programs calculate a number of c and 7 interactions 
on ntick'i, including quasi-elastic And inelastic electron scattering and various 
pholopion reactions."' These are a useful supplement to rates measured with 
random triggers on existing machines. The recoil proton cross sections agree with 
measurements.2 6 , 2 7 

(1>) SH photons can scatter into the detector by Compton or Raylt^h scattering; 
photoelectric fluorescence is not a problem from C and 0 became the A' edges 
are below 1 beV. For x 3 k/m < 1 Compton scattering per free electron is 
Approximately' .5T 

Table 5.1 
Scattered Angle 

(degrees) dofm, (r a/sr) k'fk 

— 

0 
90 

180 

1 
0.5/(l + 2a:) 
1/(1+4*) 

1 

1/(1+*) 
1/(1+2*) 

Kaylcigh scattering in our energy range is a more complicated function of it 
and Z- Useful fits to the cross sections based on a Fermi-Thomas atom'* are 

—?**H&n u n l - ' - W 

lt = 
2k fr(kcV) 

Atid 

-.^ii^L^) 1.1991 " 2 I 3 6 

(5-1) 

(5.1a) 

(5.2) 

V = flsin- (5.2a) 

The (it rnnges are 0 < B < 10 and 0 < (/ < 40. The Fermi-Thomas model is pretty 
good for high Z. Bill, for example. En,. (5.2) overestimates the crass serliois for C 
and O by about a factor of 2 at (' = 12. and a factor of 5 at (* = 40. 
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As an order-of-magnitude estimate of this background, consider a beam or t A 
for 1 /is with 1 photon per elect r"n, B pressure of 10~ 8Torr Nj, iin arreplance of 
t m mid *Jff sr, niirf evaluate the rtos* sections at 00°. The results arc siiowii iit 
Table 5.2. A proper calculation would integrate the SU fluxes from both beams over 
(In- actual cross sections and acceptances, and include absorption in the beam pipe. 

Table 5.2 

Jt(keV) 
Number of Scattered Photon* 

Jt(keV) Ilaylcign Compton Total 

5 

10 

20 

0.9 
0.3 
0.0G 

0.7 

0.7 

0.7 

1.6 

1.0 

0.8 

5.4 S R - B K A M INTERACTIONS 

The bunches or synchrotron radiation photons and the charged beam bunches 
collide at the IF and at Jfr/2. Most of the interaction* arc Compton scattering, like a 
bark-scattered laser beam, 1 8 although some of the highest energy photons will make 
pairs. 1 9 The interaction rates are not high, and the reaction products have low pt 
ami make small angles with thr beam axis. 

5.5 PHOTON RADIATION FROM A TRANSVERSE C R A B CAVITY 

Both synchrotron radiation from the transverse kick, and Compton scattering 
from the RF photons in the cavity 2 0 are wry weak. 

.1.6 BACKCllOl'ND FROM RF CAVITIES 
At PEP, the DELCO detector experienced background from the RF cavities 

in a nearby Ktraight section, apparently from field emitted electrom that were ac
celerated in the cavities. These were eliminated by putting a weak magnetic bump 
on the IP side or the closest cavity.3 1 DEI.CO was an open detector with little self-
shielding; the other PEP detectors with adjacent RF, Mkll and MAC, had no Biirh 
problem. 

5.7 PHOTO HADRONS AND PHOTO MUONS 
Is it possible that the effects of hadronic/imionic debris from lost particles 

hitting near the detector could be more severe than the electromagnetic debris. 
possibly in causing triggers? It doesn't seem likely, but I don't see how to rule it 
out. So one should check. 

6. BEAM SHAPE 
The beam distribution near the IP affects both the Sft and lost particle back

grounds. The beam size in the fm&l quads affects the distribution or SK photons 
in number, energy, and spatial extent that the masks are designed to cope with. 
The lost particle rate depends on the beam distribution through over-focusing of 
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law-energy purticleH in tin- liiul quads,. It is useful. altliDiifjK somewhat artificial, 
ii> divide tin- beam iniu a i-enlral (laussinii core plus a halo ur uil extending to 
many sigma. 

6.1 GAUSSIAN C O U B 

For a ningle beam, the core size in HCL by the ciiiittn.net! (.Sit mietiintioH») and 
the optiCH. However, the hen.m-beam interaction increases the core size, especially 
in the vertical direction (for flat beams), and this is seen in the luminosity.50 A 
simulation of a PKP'likc machine gave an increase in sigma of 5% in the horizontal 
and 10% in the vertical.'17 

6.2 HALO o n TAIL 

The halo is generated by beam-gas interactions, the beam-beam interaction, 
nonlinear aspects of lite optics encountered at large excursions, and the resonant and 
tune structure. (It stems to be the conventional wisdom that when beams are first 
brought into collision after a fill, the backgotinds get worse, implying that pas scat-
tering alone does not set the halo.) The halo distribution is in dynamic equilibrium 
between the processes tending to kick particles out, and radiation damping lending 
to bring them back. Meant lifetime is related to the distribution near the limiting 
aperture.15 

There are several approaches to arriving at a model to use for the halo dis
tribution, but, to my mind, none is completely satisfactory. This is unfortunate 
because a bold Sit masking scheme would depend critically on the halo distribution. 

(a) Computer Tracking Simulation 
One might think that the halo could be calculated since all the processes are 

known, with the possible exception of nonlinearities at large radius. Simulations 
for the core seem relatively satisfactory, but the present beam-beam codes are not 
designed to accurately predict the smnll population (-v 10~ S) in the halo. 

(b) Til a Model to Measurements 
Measurements at CESIt of the vertical beam distribution clearly showed a 

tail. 8 3 This was fit to the following forms 

= 5 m^B [™p{i£}.°'"xio-8~i'{-'-^-5)}], cm 
depending whether yja is less than or greater than 5. and used fur subsequent SR 
calculations. 

Background measurements at PHP, assumed to come entirely from SR, were 
used to adjust the parameters of an assumed Gaussian tail, which was used for 
subsequent SR calculations.56 

Tlic problem with the first approach is the basic assumption that the vertical 
distribution will be the same tit the new machine of interest. But the beam-beam 
simulations indicate significant sensitivity to various machine parameters. To use 
this approach with confidence, one should demonstrate scaling. 
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The serond approach suffers the same ithartroutings as the? finil, and in addi
tion, it is only nn integral measurement. 

(c) Semiquantitative (Qualitative?) Approach 
Ililson argucg that the relative population tit the halo should bo roughly the 

ratio of dam ping time to beam lifetime, and it should Tall off relatively slowly, say, 
aa a power *v <l «r so, rather than as an exponential or Gaussian, 

(tl) Conservative Approach 
Assume a flat background out to the limiting aperture with a population larger 

than is implied by beam lifetime. Since presumably this is a worn I case, it is useful 
to at U-ast check « mask design against it. What to do i n he worst-case backgrounds 
are too high is another question. 

ti.l LIMITING Al'ERTVMSS 
As masks get closer to the IP, their si/e in sigma units should increase. The 

limiting aperture* should be far front the IP, designed to shadow the IP region. 

7. HEATING AND COOLING 
The heat loads on various beam pipes* masks, and surfaces need to be specified 

so that ndequate cooling can be provided. Possible problem areas are cooling (he 
11' beainpipe, which will decrease (lie IF resolution, ami high Sit power dcn»itiex. 
Allowable temperature rises need to be established and the ronsequences of thermal 
expansion investigated. Tlte final temperature of a abject depends on the relative 
rates of heating ami cooling. 

7.1 SR HKATlNG 
Sit heating of masks near the IP is usually small, since n significant heat load 

would be an intolerable background source (\\V — 6.25 10 1 5 kcV/s ) . 
Machiinra with headon collsiotis and small bunch separations (1-2 m) produce 

dozens of k\V of SR from the bend magnets initialing the orbit separation and in 
beams oif-axis in common qtiadrupolos. (The irreducible SR from the quad focusing 
is roughly 10 times less.) This power must be conducted to a water-cooled dump, 
possibly first goinfi through a very thin window in the vacuum pipe. The transverse 
power density can be high, and the initial rate of energy absorption is also high. 

7.2 IMAGF: C V H U E N T H I ; A T I N « 

All beimpipes are heated on the inside by image currents flowing in the skin 
depth. This is basically a bunched beam pulse heating. The appropriate formula for 
a Gaussian beam i s " 

<<L = M*l±iDi UK. ,~n 
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7.3 HOM HEATING 

A more serious source of heating comes from the RF power radiated by the 
beams as they traverse changes in size and shape of the heampipe. Tim in frequently 
referred t-~. .is higher order mode power (HOM) because flic- RF cavities arc A maj<ir 
discontinuity itt thp twain pipe and the radiated energy typically bus higher frequen
cies than the cavity fundamental. There arc two fairly separate parts to the problem: 
how much IIOM power is radiated, and where is it absorbed. All the NOM power 
is absorbed somewhere. It's ju«t a question of providing enough cooling at the right 
places, 

The energy radiated when a bunch passes a discontinuity is 

U = kq2> {7.2) 

where q is the bunch charge, and k is a loss parameter depending on the geometry of 
the discontinuity ami on the bunch length (frequency spectrum), fc is usually given 
in pVfC The power radiated is 

P = fb LJ = Jt f* (I)2 . (7.3) 
c 

h = - . (7-3o) 

(') - h q • (7.3t) 

Analytic expressions for k are available for simple geometries. For more com
plicated (realistic) geometries, computer codes are available (for example, MAFIA, 
T11C1, VRMEL). These computer calculation* are tending to replace the experi
mental determination of it values. 

Consider a cylindrical pipe of radius a that abruptly increases to radius o for 
a distanre g before returning to a. Approximate expressions for k are B , 2 S 

* = r(T) TT£- JT - l™r^JT> * < * ™ 
\4 J An"/- a V a* 2ir* a \ a. 

* = — T 7 5 f« - t 9 > (ic ('-5) 

* * -27T (7.6) 

Kquatiau (7,-1) corresponds to a pilUiox, and Eq. T̂.̂ î  to a step down in radius 
(there is very little loss for a step np in radius), [tcTercncc 'iS finds quite good 
agreement between Kqs. (7.4M7.6) and the code TBCI. Tapering the transitions in 
ratlins reduces It, but not in a simple way. 
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The above results are for a single bunch traversing a single cavity. For 
high enough Q and short enough bunch spacing, interference effects may become 
important. 
7.1 ABSORPTION OF HOM 

All the HOM energy is absorbed somewhere, in a few skin depths on the inside 
surface of the heampipc. The absorption is more complicated than the generation, 
since it depends on the mode and frequency distribution of the energy. High frequen
cies can propagate down the bcamptpe. Low frequencies are trapped in the cavities 
or are rapidly attenuated in the beampipc. The critical wavelength is comparable 
with the diameter of the beampipo.31,2 The propagating energy is absorbed with a 
characteristic 1 ft. length of roughly 

*•- "oo-aoon,, [-fM_]"1 ( £ £ ) , ( , 7 ) 

which depends on mode and also on frequency relative to cutoff. 
The small IP beam pipe could have the highest cutoff frequency, so it might 

absorb HOM generated far away. One might contemplate isolating the IP with a 
lossy section of ferromagnetic stainless steel. 

Billing has, discussed HOM generation and absorption in the context of 
CESR.35 He reports k = 0.09 V/pC for a 2 inch ID SR mask in a 4 inch ID pipe 
with 27° tapers, and k = 0.014 V/pC for about 3 m of IP beampipc with gently 
tapered {2°-5°) transitions. Tic makes the interesting point that configurations with 
large k scale roughly as <7~l, whereas those with small & scale roughly as o, ~ '. 
Presumably as the scale of the geometrical irregularities approaches (7,, the depen
dency on os becomes stronger; however, for irregularities much smaller than uXt one 
would expect k to approach zero. 

7.5 ACCEPTABLE TEMPERATURE, RISE 

Preliminary calculations Indicate the necessity of active cooling of the beam-
pipe at and near the IP. 3 6 Once this big headache is accepted, it's just a question of 
deciding how much cooling is needed and how to supply it. It is possible that very 
little of the bcampipc anywhere can be adequately cooled simply by convection to 
ambient air. 

Thermal expansion and stresses set limits to temperature rise. Also, thermal 
desorption increases with temperature (see Sec. 9 on vacuum). 

8. ACCEPTABLE DETECTOR BACKGROUND 
The effects of background on the detector elements are usually divided into 

three categories: radiation damage, extra hits (occupancy) which confuse tracking 
and pattern recognition, and false triggers. 

The first is cumulative; the second two accumulate over resolving times of the 
order of a microsecond, and depend on the details of the detector. For radiation 
damage, one might design for a useful life of five years (of luminosity running plus 
injection and machine physics) with some safety factor added. 
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8.1 SILICON VEHTEX D E T E C T O R 

Tin- di'lcrlnr elements themselves arc relatively insensitive to radiation damage 
willi acceptable levels of the order of I Mrad. However, the associated fleet routes, 
which is mounted on or near the detector elements, iti more sensitive by « factor of 
ID or more. 4 t Thin is presently a field of active research for SSC applications and one 
ran hope for increased radiation hardness on a time scale of interest to a #-factory.*3 

There are so man)' channels in a pixel delcrtor that occupancy is not the limit, 
and even in n strip detector occupancy is less of a limit than radiation damage. To 
see this, consider a strip 25 /mi wide by 20cm King, uniformly irradiated by charged 
tracks. The flux that produces 0.1 Mrad/10 7sis 3.1 10 s tracks/cma-s corresponding 
to an occuapney of 0.016//is. 

8,2 M A I N D R I F T CiiAMnRn 

Avalanches at the sense wires cause the accumulation of deposits thai degrade 
performance. This only occurs when the IIV is an. so this is mainly a concern during 
luminosity running, assuming that A fast IIV ramp is provided for injection. The 
degradation is proportional to the integrated charge density on the win:. Present 
limits are around 1 C/cm, 4 4 " and encouraging progress is being made in identifying 
the role of trace impurities,'1*'" so I believe one may reasonably take this as a design 
value for a 0-factory. Note that 1 C/cm spread over a i m wire for five years of 
]QTs each corresponds to 2 /J A average current. 

First, compare radiation damage and occupancy for charged tracks. Assume 
that a track at normal incidence gives 0.8 pC at the wire (for example, 100 ion pairs 
with gain 5 X 10*; with 30 eV/ip, this corresponds to 3 kcV deposited per trark). 
Then 2 //A corresponds to 2,5 X 10 6 tracks/s or an occupancy of 250% per //s. 
So occupancy sets a much moTe severe limit than radiation damafie. This result is 
independent of gas and cell size through the assumption of constant charge per hit. 
Inclined tracks give more radiation damage for the same occupancy. 

For Sit photons, the relationship between radiation damage and occupancy is 
similar to that for charged particles, but there tends to be more radiation damage 
per unit occupancy. This arises from the energy spectrum of the photons, which 
interact mainly by photoelectric effect and, at higher k, Compton scattering. Low-
Rncrgy interactions always produce damage, but may not trip a discriminator for a 
hit. High-energy interactions can produce much more pulse height (hence damage} 
than necessary for a hit. Note that for a given Sit flux, a He-based gas will have 
many fewer interactions than an Ar-based gas. 

Compton scattering at low energies is not very effective at transferring energy 
to t.iC recoil electron. The average kinetic energy is approximately5" 

C O - * 7 - T T - . * - £ • < 8 1 ) 
1 + "T X 
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8.3 CALORIMETER AND CR1D 

One must consider background effects in other detector elements. For example, 
CBI, a frequently considered material for an electromagnetic calorimeter, seems to 
be especially sensitive to radiation damage. 
8.4 RARE EARTH PERMANENT MAGNETS 

For relatively radiation hard material (SIHJCOIT), the tolerable exposure is 
roughly 10 t a rad.1* 
8.5 TRIGGERS 

Triggers require one or two fairly high energy tracks and/or a significant energy 
deposition. These probably conic only from Inst particles, One needs a fairly detailed 
model of the detector to estimate the rate. 

9. BEAMPIPE PRESSURE/VACUUM 
Beam-gas interactions in the IR set limits on acceptable pressure. Residual 

gases are mostly hydrogen with a quarter to a half of CO2 and CO. Vacuum design 
for a storage Ting seems to b<? at least as much art as science. Caveat lector. 
9.1 SOME FORMULAS 

In a system, the rate of gas flow per unit pressure drop defines the 
conductance.37 ,38 (Note: the quantity of gas is measured in Torr-lltcr with 3.3 10 1 9 

molecuIes/Torr-1 at 20 C.) 

Throughput = Pressure drop x Conductance (0,1) 

Q(Torr-l/s) = AP (Ton) X F (1/s) . (9.In) 

Two simple but useful examples of conductance follow. For a small hale with area A 

where v is tint average speed of the molecules. For a MaxwclHau distribution 

Fo = \ i / r TT M - "•> (£) </£?• « 
For a round pipe with diameter d and length L 

The effective conductance of a pump (which conducts the gas to a land of no return) 
is called its pumping speed, S (liter/s), so a pump has associated with it a pressure 
drop 

8-gp. CM) 
To get the pressure at a particular point, add up the values of AP from the pump 
to the point. 
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9.2 SoitncRS OF G A S 

(a) Thermal Desorption 
The desorption rate depends on the materia), how it has been cleaned, bow 

clean it has been kopl, and the temperature. A reasonable, ballpark value (at room 
temporal urc) is 

q = 10"" Torr-l/K-cm2 . (!).C) 

This follows an Arrheiiius temperature dependence. The effective binding energy 
can range from 0.1 to several oV, which corresponds to an increase in desorption 
per HI 0 from 15% Ui a factor of 50. In a mixed AI/SS system coming off bake, I 
observed a facto! of LIS corresponding to 0.:l.r> cV. 

(h) Photo Pcsorption by Synchrotron Radiation 
SR photons desorb gas from masks and bcanipipcs. The yield of 

molecule*/photon depends on photon energy99" but usual practice seems to simply 
tine an average value, for example,3 9 

rj = 5 x 10" 5 molecule/photon, (9.7) 

where only photons with k > 5-10 cV are included. 
The value of n depends on the angle of incidence of the photons (00° is perpen

dicular Incidence). The variation measured on Al with kc = .1 kcV i« roughly"1,3' 

,<*> = *m. (ts> 

Continued irradiation by SR photons ("scrubbing") reduces » approximately 
as the 2/3 power of the accumulated exposure.39 

10. OTHER ISSUES 
ifl.t SAFETY FACTOR 

What degree or conservatism is appropriate in designing the IP region? How 
much insurance should be provided against tolerances, misalignment, our imper
fect understanding, possible marbinc upgrades, and the vagaries of the real world? 
Should one take seriously the goal of a turnkey ^-factory, which implies a brief de
tector commissioning period, as apparently lias happened at LEP7 Or should one 
anticipate a period of development following first operation, with the possibility of 
significant modification*, ax has often happened in the past? 

10.2 APPROXIMATIONS 

Approximations enter in two ways, and we need t« be sure they are adequate. 
Approximations are made in calculating a particular background process, all hough 
all the basic cross sections arc well known. We also make approximation* in dec Ming 
which are the dominant processes, and which can be neglected. 
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10.3 COMPARISON WITH ACTUAL EXPERIENCE 
It is valuable, and possibly essential for H successful design, to compare our 

calculational techniques and procedures with data from a real detector at a mil 
storage ring, to clu'ck whether <>ur understanding is in tune with nature. Acceptable; 
ajywment dries not assure success nt a /?-factory, of course, because scaling from 
one machine t<i mint her is impprfertly understood. Hut disagreement should surely 
cause hard thinking mid lust sleep. 

APPENDIX A: FORMULAS FOR SYNCHROTRON RADIATION 

A . l B E N D M A G N E T S 

These formulas pertain to electrons in circular motion.1'" The nvcrage num
ber nf photons radiated in pal h length ds is 

~ - — ^ (A 11 

n = (»i) = 20.6 E(GeV)<* (rad) = 0.618 B L(kG - m) . (AAa) 

The spectrum is a universal function of the characteristic energy 

, 3 3he 3 7 3 r> , 
I p s a p 

The normalized photon energy is 

The normalized number distribution of the photons is 

ft 

n dv STT 

GO 

UU) 

* 0.4105 v'W( I - 0.3-138 ir** + 0 i ^ 3 + . . . J , v < I (AAa) 

Half of the energy is carried above t* = 1. by only 8.7% of the photons. Half of tltc 
photons are abov? v = 0,078. 
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For rfinvcriioiicc, Table A.I lists some values for the spectrum (AA) and its 
integrals.* f,\ >s * ' , e faction of the number of photons above i\ ami ft: is the fraction 
of t hi; energy carried by photons above v. 

Table A.l 

I1 <iujn dv h / , 

0.01 8.50 0.738 J 0.9979 

0.03 S.91 0.6277 0.9912 

0.1 1.502 0.4028 fl.9o02 

0.2 O.HG:J 0.;t4H:t O.flOW 

0.3 0.58-1 0.2775 o.sis:. 
0.5 0.333 0.1 S0G 0.7309 

1. 0-1244 0.08677 0.5000 

2. 0.0288 0.02326 0.2150 

a. 0.00818 0.00703 0.0RS0 

s. 0.0(1081 0.000737 0.0142 

Tho energy loss per electron has average value 

{U) = (n)(fe) , (4.5) 

= 1 4 M ( k e V ) (iofSv)' ( T ) •*,rid) • ( ' 4 ' 5" 
and variance 

var(U) . ((I' - (('))») = (n)<«2> , (4.6) 

- " • 1 T ( t o V , > ( i r a v ) 4 ( & ) , 1 ( n , > - (' ,•6'' , 

= 4 , -" l « v J »( io l^) , (T) '* , , '* < i ) - ,-4'64' 
where (f) = 0.3079 mid (r a ) = 0.407-1 have been used.1 liicjuation £vi.(i) arises 
because var(t') depends on Hurt unt ions in ft as well as in k", a Poisson distribution 
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for n has been used. The angular distribution of the radiated energy integrated over 
all l- iB 

i ^L - £1 ' + Q2/17)u>2 

U dw " 32 (1 + w 3 ) 7 ' 2 

UF = 7^ , 

—oo < w < oo , (A7) 

(A7o) 

where $ is the angle perpendicular to the bend plane. For some cases of heating by 
bend SK, it is useful to have an approximate expression for the full double differential 
distribution. For fixed t>, approximate the u> dependence with a Gaussian. Then 

1 dU J_ £ / 1 / z ! f ! \ 
u dvdxv * v dv v^F^ e x p \ 2 ^ J ' 

/0 .363N M * 
<r„ w I—-— J 

(-4-8) 

(A9) 

This approximation is reasonable at the 10*20% tevei for 0.1 < w < 3. Outside this 
range, Eq. (A9) overestimates the effective o\ 

A-2 QUADRUPOLES 

A photon spectrum integrated over a quadrupole field may be derived from 
(4-4). This spectrum is not very useful for background calculations because only 
the spectrum bitting the mask is interesting, not the spectrum going down the 
beam pipe. The moments of a quad spectrum may be interesting for power reasons. 
For a Gaussian beam, the scale field is B f f, the quad field at 1 a or the beam. The 
number of radiated photons and the radiated energy in units of the values for a bend 
m.ignet with Ba are, with o the beam centroid offset in a units: 

Table A.2 

Gaussian Beam Photon Number (n)/n<, Radiated Energy UjUg 

1-D 

2-D (round) >/(ff/2) (t = 0 only) 

1 + 6 2 

2 + A2 

A,3 RANDOM SAMPLING PROM THE SYNCHROTRON RADIATION DISTRIUUTJON 

The nicest routine I know for random sampling from the spectrum Eq. {AA) 
is due to Yokoya.1* RN is a random number uniform between 0 and 1 representing 
the integral number distribution between v and infinity. The returned values of v 
arc within 0.05% of Mack's values,5 at least for 0.001 < v < 12. 
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DATA YA1/0.6362 /, YA2/0-3063 /, YA3/0.1418 /, YA4/0.4184 /, 
X YBO/0.01192 /, YB1/0.2065 /, YB2/-0.3281 /, 
X YCO/O,003314 /, YC1/0.1927 /, YC2/0.B877 /, 
7, YDO/148.3 /, YD1/67S.0 /, YE0/-692.2 /, YE1/-225.S / 

IFCRN.GT..342>THEN 
P1-1.0-RH 
P2«Pi*pi 
V-(((YA4*P24YA3)+P2+YA2)*P2*YA1> *P2*P1 

ELSEIFCBM.GT-Q-Q297)THEN 
V-((YB2*RNtYB1)*RM+YBO)/(((RH+YC2)*BM+YC1)*BW+YCO) 
ELSE 

Tl—LOG(RN) 
V«T1+(YD1*T1+YD0>/((T1+YE1)*T1+Y£0) 

A.4 SHORT BEND RADIATION 

A magnet in which the bend angle is less than 1/7 is called a short magnet; 
the spectrum does not follow Eq. {AA) and depends on tlie z variation of 13. The 
amount of energy is roughly the same as given in Sec. A.2. above but the seal" or 
charactcmtic energy ie greater, where with J*c_)ang given by Eq. (A.2), 

2 
&'c-»horL »* N--lonR "T • (A. 10) 

A.5 GENERAL SR SPECTRUM 

The spectrum in Sec. A.l is for kf <£ E. The general case j s

M , M ' - 5 

1 Jn _ £ 1 
n dy ~ 5tr ( 1 + f y ) 2 

(4.11) 

I * I = \ T , (-4.13) 

where n i« given by {A.l). and V only enters in the combination jr. For £ = 0, {AA 1) 
rediices to {AA}. T is frequently used as a measure of kc/E rather (nan £. * For 
Monte Carlo sampling of (A.ll) see Ref. 10. 
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APPENDIX B: NOTATION 

a Radius 
b Radius 
c Velocity of light 
fi Bunch crossing frequency, h = cfab 
k HQM loss parameter, usually pV/C 
k Photon energy, usually keV 
k' Scattered photon energy 
Jt> Characteristic energy of synchrotron radiation 
m Electron mass (energy or momentum, i.e., missing factors of r) 
u Number of radiated SR photons 
P Momentum 
q Bunch charge 
q2 (Momentum transfer) 3 

rr Classical radius of electron, 2.82 x 10~ 1 3 cm 
^ Path length along orbit 
st Bunch spacing 
u Energy loss normalized to E , e.g., kjE 
v Normalized photon energy, k / k e 

u' Angle nomalized to t/7, to = v angle 
z Distance along bean axis 
A Atomic weight 
B Magnetic field, usually kG 
E Beam energy 
/ Beam current 
L Magnet length, usually m 
SR Synchrotron radiation 
T Kinetic energy 
U Energy radiated 
Z Atomic number 
Z0 377 ohms 
a 1/137 
7 E/m 
6 Skin depth, usually ;im 
(i RF magnetic permeability relative to vacuum 
d> Bend angle 
0- Cross section 
<rz Rms bunch length, Gaussian parameter 
u(Z) Pc electrical conductivity of material denoted by Z 
0 Scattering angle 
P Radius of curvature 
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